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There is no dispute that human trafficking is a pervasive problem. The International Labor Organization and the United States State Department estimate that there are more than 12 million people in “forced labor and sexual servitude” worldwide. The State Department estimates that between 14,500 and 17,500 people are trafficked into the United States annually. Sex trafficking, specifically, undoubtedly occurs in the United States—all one needs to do is read the local newspaper to find horrific accounts of women and children enslaved and abused in major cities across the country. However,

3. This Article focuses on trafficking of adult women. Although men and transgender people are also trafficked, the majority of data and scholarship available pertains to the trafficking of women and children. See, e.g., Aziza Ahmed, Feminism, Power, and Sex Work in the Context of HIV/AIDS: Consequences for Women’s Health, 34 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 225, 240 (2011) (describing the relative “invisibility of transgender and male sex workers”). This Article therefore reserves commentary on male and transgender sex workers for future scholarship. In addition, although the Author acknowledges that large numbers of children are trafficked for both labor and sex work worldwide, this Article focuses on adult women under the assumption that all sex work by children is forced. However, the possibility of voluntary sex work by adult women can and has been debated:

Although both adult and child prostitution are part of the commercial sex sector and have strong economic and social foundations, the position on child prostitution is unequivocal, whereas there could be different considerations for adult prostitution. Children are victims of prostitution, whereas adults could choose sex work as an occupation. International conventions all treat child prostitution as an unacceptable form of forced labour; the goal is its total elimination. In the case of adults, the position is less obvious because it is possible to make a distinction between enforced and voluntary prostitution.


4. See, e.g., Editorial, Senate should move ahead on greater penalties for pimps, BOSTON GLOBE, June 21, 2011, at A10 (describing the arrest of a Dorchester man for “abducting a 15-year-old girl and forcing her into prostitution”); David Chanen, Woodbury
there is no way to know exactly how many trafficking victims in general and sex trafficking victims specifically exist in the United States, in part due to the United States’ problematic conflation of human trafficking and prostitution. This conflation has enshrined the ideals of abolitionist feminists, who believe that prostitution is inherently coercive and abusive, and has refused to acknowledge the pro-work position that views prostitution on a spectrum including both forced and voluntary sex work. Abolitionist ideals have most recently taken hold in End Demand efforts, which focus on criminalizing, punishing, and shaming men who buy sex as purported solutions to both prostitution and human trafficking. This Article takes a pro-work position and aims to demonstrate the potential harms of End Demand policies. It also proposes more productive methods for addressing human trafficking in the United States.

Part I of this Article examines the fundamental feminist debates over prostitution and human trafficking. It looks at the abolitionist versus pro-work positions regarding prostitution and discusses how those viewpoints have informed the development of international and U.S. definitions of trafficking. It then discusses the problem of conflating prostitution and all forms of trafficking when attempting to develop a framework for dealing with sex trafficking and labor migration. Part II.A examines End Demand laws and programs, beginning with a discussion of conflicting studies on whether men who buy sex are disproportionately deviant, violent, and abusive. It argues that sex trafficking cannot be reduced to a simple supply and demand equation, but rather that sex trafficking requires complex analysis.
that does not lend itself to the conclusion that johns’ demand for sex directly causes women to be trafficked for sexual abuse. Part II.B then examines different End Demand legal frameworks and programs, including laws in Canada and the United Kingdom that embrace punishing johns without criminalizing the actual purchase and sale of sex, and the Swedish model, which criminalizes the buyers but not the sellers of sex. This Part also examines the growing use of programs such as “john schools,” shaming methods, “Dear John” letters, and social marketing campaigns. This Part argues that these efforts to target johns are not only ineffective in reducing sex work and trafficking, but also actually harm women in sex work because these efforts push sex workers’ activities further underground, where the potential for safe sex decreases and for violence increases.

Part III of this Article addresses the growing popularity of the End Demand movement in the United States, beginning with the federal government’s inclusion of anti-prostitution ideals in the 2005 Trafficking Victims Protection Act Reauthorization, the 2003 Anti-Prostitution Pledge, the 2011 Trafficking In Persons Report, and the recent State Department literature. This Part then studies current End Demand efforts at the state level, including abolitionists’ successful campaigns to make buying and selling sex illegal in Rhode Island and to create a definition of trafficking in Massachusetts that is dangerously overbroad and has the potential to be ineffective due to its strong focus on ending prostitution. As recent and well-publicized End Demand efforts, Rhode Island and Massachusetts are strong examples of the impact that abolitionist attitudes can have on problematic conflations of trafficking and prostitution in state laws.

Finally, Part IV of this Article makes recommendations for more productive approaches to reducing trafficking and improving the lives of sex workers. It suggests ways in which pro-work feminists can respond directly to End Demand advocates’ claims, using the example of the Work Rights Initiative’s recent letter to the State Department questioning its unsupported acceptance of End Demand rhetoric. This Article concludes with suggestions for moving away from the abolition versus decriminalization debate on sex work and toward more on-the-ground responses to trafficking and to problematic conditions in sex work. It proposes that efforts be refocused on identifying and reducing instances of exploitive labor practices, which in-

---

8 This Article often refers to men who buy sex as “johns.” Catharine MacKinnon notes that referring to buyers of sex as “johns” gives them a “common real man’s name,” which she believes problematically gives buyers of sex the “true privacy of anonymity.” Catharine A. MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, 46 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 271, 282 (2011) [hereinafter Mackinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality]. Different cultures have different slang for male sex buyers—in the U.K., they are called “punters” and “kerb crawlers.” Id.; see generally Rosie Campbell & Merl Storr, Challenging the Kerb Crawler Rehabilitation Programme, 67 Feminist Rev. 94 (2001) (discussing the development of the U.K. “Kerb Crawler Rehabilitation Programme”). Because “john” and “sex buyer” are both common terminology in literature surrounding the End Demand movement in the U.S., this Article uses both interchangeably.
clude both exploitive labor and sex work. It also suggests that advocates focused solely on prostitution should consider the possibility of providing aid to sex workers and education to sex buyers in an unbiased manner as a means, albeit unconventional, of reducing the number of exploited women in the sex trade.

I. Framing the Discussion: The Feminist Debates

Efforts to end the demand for prostitution are based on an endorsement of longstanding feminist theories that conflate sex work with trafficking and view sex work as inherently harmful and exploitive. These theories have been influenced by ongoing feminist debates that have played an important role in shaping international law. These debates can largely be divided into arguments made by two camps of feminists: abolitionists and pro-work advocates. As Prabha Kotiswaran articulates:

Abolitionists adopting a sexual subordination approach are against the commodification of sex and view sex work as a paradigmatic form of violence against women, embodying gender inequality. For them, sex workers are victims and lack agency in the context of pervasive institutional violence. Sex work advocates . . . are agnostic to the commodification of sex per se and, while cognizant of the circumstances under which women take to it, view sex workers as agents with some ability to negotiate within the sex industry. Thus, their emphasis is on protecting and promoting the rights of sex workers.

Kotiswaran calls this latter approach the “work position.” This Article advocates against End Demand strategies through the lens of acceptance of the work position as the best approach to addressing the harms of sex work while respecting women’s agency. However, this Author acknowledgments

---

9 See infra Part II.
10 The role of feminist perspectives in shaping international law has been called “Governance Feminism,” defined as “the incremental but by now quite noticeable installation of feminists and feminist ideas in actual legal-institutional power.” Janet Halley, Prabha Kotiswaran, Hila Shamir & Chantal Thomas, From the International to the Local in Feminist Legal Responses to Rape, Prostitution/Sex Work, and Sex Trafficking: Four Studies in Contemporary Governance Feminism, 29 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 335, 340 (2006).
11 PRABHA KOTISWARAN, DANGEROUS SEX, INVISIBLE LABOR: SEX WORK AND THE LAW IN INDIA 10 (2011). See also Halley et al., supra note 10, at 347 (discussing abolitionist versus “‘individualist’ or liberal/libertarian approaches that contemplate the possibility that some prostitution is consensual and therefore not slavery and not the result of trafficking, and consequently . . . are amenable to greater decriminalization or legalization.”).
12 KOTISWARAN, supra note 11, at 10. This Article refers to the adherents of the work position as pro-work advocates/feminists and work position/approach advocates/feminists.
edges that elevating the work position as an either-or choice over the abolitionist approach has inherent flaws, among them the “risk of oversimplification.” Of course, no theory can exist in a vacuum: “it [is a] given that it would be rare to find any of the ‘ideal typical’ sex work regimes operating in its pure form, and inconceivable that [International Humanitarian Law] will ever operate as a pure sovereigntist command.” For this reason, this Article stops short of advocating specifically for decriminalization in all situations, arguing instead that efforts to reduce exploitive sex work and trafficking should focus on providing assistance to those traditionally seen as “victims” instead of focusing on punishing sex buyers. In addition, this Author acknowledges the deeply divisive and illuminating perspectives that can come from personal experience and interaction with trafficking victims, traffickers, sex workers, and sex buyers—perspectives that can also differ widely depending on where and when one’s interactions occurred.

A. What is Prostitution? Perspectives Behind Different Legal Frameworks for Sex Work

Legal schemes to regulate sex work have been divided into three major categories. (1) Complete criminalization criminalizes all aspects of sex work including penalties for the sale of sex by the sex worker, the purchase of sex by the john, and third-party involvement by pimps, brothel owners, and transporters. While there do not appear to be any feminist organizations that advocate for this model due to its imposition of penalties on sex workers themselves, most countries and every U.S. state but Nevada follow

---

13 Id. Kotiswaran uses this language to describe the typical interaction between the two feminist positions on sex work.
15 See Part IV.B for an explanation of why this Author does not believe taking a strong stance on partial versus full decriminalization is particularly helpful in reducing harm to exploited people.
16 This Author has not yet benefitted from such personal experience in this area and will save such reflection for future scholarship. Abolitionists have criticized pro-work feminists for such lack of experience: “Probably the most disturbing aspect of the international prostitutes’ rights movement is the way in which a hierarchy built on race and class privilege informs its ideology. The overwhelmingly white leadership of this well-funded movement is comprised of academics and attorneys who don’t have to do sex work . . . .” Vednita Carter & Evelina Giobbe, Duet: Prostitution, Racism, and Feminist Discourse, 10 Hastings Women’s L.J. 49–50 (1999).
17 Halley et al., supra note 10, at 338.
18 Id. at 339 (“As far as we know, there is no [Governance Feminism] project in sex trafficking/prostitution to promote complete criminalization”); Katharine T. Bartlett & Deborah L. Rhode, Gender and Law: Theory, Doctrine, Commentary 563–64 (5th ed. 2010) (“Most women’s rights advocates and sex workers agree on two points: criminal penalties for workers are not appropriate, and more strategies are necessary to ensure their safety.”).
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this model, with law enforcement typically focused on penalizing sex workers. (2) Complete decriminalization removes all criminal penalties surrounding the buying and selling of sex and sometimes includes regulating aspects of sex work. (3) Partial decriminalization, the model increasingly advocated by abolitionists, decriminalizes the activities of sex workers but criminalizes the involvement of others, including the customers. This is the model used in Sweden and promoted by growing End Demand efforts.

Abolitionists argue that “prostitution is intrinsically abusive . . . because it] in and of itself is an abuse of a woman’s body.” Abolitionists claim that prostitution is necessarily physically and mentally damaging:

In prostitution, no woman stays whole. It is impossible to use a human body in the way women’s bodies are used in prostitution and to have a whole human being at the end of it, or in the middle of it, or close to the beginning of it . . . . And no woman gets whole again later, after.

Abolitionists, such as anti-prostitution activist Melissa Farley, have amassed and summarized a great deal of research that supports these claims, including studies that demonstrate the following: sexual and physical abuse against sex workers is common, severe, and widespread; sex workers suffer “dev-

---

19 See Bartlett & Rhode, supra note 18, at 559.  
20 See id. at 560.  
21 See Halley et al., supra note 10, at 339.  
22 “The typical options include labor law, employment law, zoning of sex businesses, compulsory medical check-ups, licensing of sex workers, etc.” Id. However, some sex workers argue that any regulation of sex work is problematic—restrictions on sex worker autonomy may lead to lower wages, higher stigma, an increase in unsafe “underground” work by sex workers seeking to avoid these side effects, and trafficking by pimps seeking to exploit unregistered workers. See Bartlett & Rhode, supra note 18, at 564.  
23 See MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at 276 (noting that abolitionists increasingly favor laws criminalizing sex buyers while decriminalizing sex sellers).  
24 See Halley et al., supra note 10, at 338.  
25 See infra Part II.B.2.  
26 See infra Part III.  
27 Andrea Dworkin, Prostitution and Male Supremacy, 1 Mich J. Gender & L. 1, 2–3 (1993) (further stating, “Let me be clear: I am talking to you about prostitution per se, without more violence.”).  
28 Id. at 3.  
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asserting” effects on their physical and mental health;30 buyers of sex have heightened violent inclinations and dangerous attitudes toward women;31 and the vast majority of women enter prostitution as children because of abuse and rape in their pasts32 and want nothing more than to leave prostitution.33 Abolitionists believe that a “prostituted woman”34 can never freely give consent for paid sex,35 and if she believes she has consented, it is because she has “dissociated,” or convinced herself that she is acting voluntarily in order to survive.36 As a result of viewing sex work as inherently harmful, abolitionists do not believe that decriminalization, even with extensive regulation, can remedy the problems associated with prostitution.37 However,

30 Farley, supra note 29, at 1097; see also id. at 1098–99, 1104–05 (citing, inter alia, J. Potterat et al., Mortality in a Long-Term Open Cohort of Prostitute Women, 159 AM. J. EPIDEMIOLOGY 778 (2004) (describing increased risk for cancer, sexually transmitted diseases, HIV, traumatic brain injury, post traumatic stress disorder, and other health problems)); id. at 1105–09 (describing increased risk for other mental health problems, including sexual dysfunction and dissociation).

31 See id. at 1102 (citing Suzanne Daley, New Rights for Dutch Prostitutes, but No Gain, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 12, 2001, www.nytimes.com/2001/08/12/international/12DUTC.html) (“A brothel owner in the Netherlands complained about an ordinance requiring that brothels have pillows in the rooms: ‘You don’t want a pillow in the [brothel’s] room. It’s a murder weapon’. . . . Familiar with how customers treated women in prostitution, this Dutch pimp understood that johns are regularly murderous toward women.”). See also infra Part II.A.1.

32 See, e.g., MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at 278–81 (describing when and why young girls enter prostitution).

33 See, e.g., id. at 289–90 (“Across cultures, at all levels of economic development, whether street or house, when asked, ‘What do you need?’, the answer of 89% of people in prostitution is to ‘[l]eave prostitution.’ It is the most frequently mentioned reply. They want to leave but feel they cannot or do not know how.”).

34 Many abolitionists prefer to refer to sex workers as “prostituted women,” because it implies that prostitution is something that is done to a woman against her will. See id. at 273 (“Prostitute, the noun, is seen to misleadingly and denigratingly equate who these people are with what is being done to them; the past participle verb form, by contrast, highlights the other people and social forces who are acting upon them.”).


36 Farley, supra note 29, at 1107–09 (describing disassociation using the example of Angie, a pro-sex work advocate who was the self-described “poster child” for decriminalization until her repressed memories of sexual abuse surfaced).

37 See, e.g., id. at 1089 (“When prostitution is understood as violence, however, unionizing prostituted women makes as little sense as unionizing battered women.”); id. at 1094 (“It is a cruel lie to suggest that decriminalization or legalization will protect anyone in prostitution.”); id. at 1109–15 (citing, inter alia, Karim et al., Reducing the Risk of HIV Infection Among South African Sex Workers: Socioeconomic and Gender Barriers, 85 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1521 (1995) (arguing that public health programs encouraging condom use among sex workers do not work and may even increase rates of infection by increasing prostitution)); see also MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at 283–84 (arguing that the effect of decriminalization, which is to move prostitution indoors, does not make it any safer); id. at 286 (criticizing decriminalization
many anti-prostitution works—especially those of Melissa Farley—have been criticized for their faulty methodology and sensationalism. Anti-abolitionist advocate Ronald Weitzer, for example, has called Farley and other anti-prostitution activists’ work “nonpeer-reviewed,” stating that it contains “sweeping generalizations” that “tend to select or accent the most disturbing instances of abuse and present them as representative and indicative of intrinsic problems.” Weitzer also points out that anti-prostitution studies are often subject to “selection bias” due to the impossibility of random sampling in surveys of sex workers and buyers, and that anti-prostitution studies frequently utilize “opaque and biased data collection” and downplay findings that do not match their preferred positions. Although criticism of methodology is common in all polarizing debates, it holds particular weight in this context because abolitionist feminists rely foremost on research demonstrating harms resulting from prostitution as the primary support for their stance.

Pro-work advocates argue that sex workers enter prostitution for a variety of reasons and that an approach that looks at sex work on a spectrum—from the most involuntary and forceful (such as rape and enslavement) to the more voluntary (influenced by extreme poverty, lack of other options, or preference for sex work over other job options available)—better suits the needs of sex workers. Pro-work advocates argue that treating all sex work for harm reduction because “[e]veryone supports less harm to the women. But harm elimination is not part of the sex work agenda because it is inconsistent with sex for sale.”
as forced removes women’s agency and infantilizes them.\(^{43}\) Although contemporary definitions of prostitution are typically gender-neutral, historically, regulation of prostitution was based on restrictive attitudes regarding female sexuality, which aimed to prevent “promiscuous unchastity.”\(^{44}\) Anti-sex work advocacy has traditional roots in the belief that non-procreative sex outside of marriage is immoral.\(^{45}\) These beliefs have been enshrined in U.S. law for over one hundred years.\(^{46}\) Those opposed to criminalization argue that:

[T]here are no good moral arguments for criminalizing consensual adult commercial sex, and that its punishment is a violation of the rights of the person. . . . [Criminalization is] an illegitimate vindication of unjust social hatred and fear of autonomously sexual women and their rights to define and pursue their own vision of the good.\(^{47}\)

Pro-work approach advocates believe that the harmful aspects of sex work result not from selling sex in and of itself, but instead from external factors.\(^{48}\) They believe they can minimize those factors by focusing anti-sex trafficking efforts on locating the victims of truly forced prostitution and by reducing the stigma against, providing services to, and improving the condi-

sex workers in San Francisco, after having completed “eighteen months of fieldwork and interviews amongst San Francisco prostitutes working at a variety of levels.” \(^{49}\) Further, “paternalistic” efforts to restrict women’s migration to prevent them from being trafficked; see generally David A. J. Richards, *Commercial Sex and the Rights of the Person: A Moral Argument for the Decriminalization of Prostitution*, 127 U. PA. L. REV. 1195, 1204 (1979) (explaining the roots of and arguing against a moralistic condemnation of sex work). For an abolitionist response, see \(^{50}\) Richards, *supra* note 35, at 1236 (“Work for [prostitution’s] abolition is no more insulting to prostitutes than work to end any other form of discrimination insults victims. On this analysis, prostitution is a practice of gender inequality seldom so named and a violation of human rights.”).

\(^{43}\) See, e.g., GLOBAL ALLIANCE AGAINST TRAFFIC IN WOMEN, COLLATERAL DAMAGE: THE IMPACT OF ANTI-TRAFFICKING MEASURES ON HUMAN RIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD 130 (2007), available at http://www.gaatw.org/Collateral%20Damage_Final/singlefile_CollateralDamageFinal.pdf [hereinafter GAATW COLLATERAL DAMAGE] (discussing “paternalistic” efforts to restrict women’s migration to prevent them from being trafficked); see generally David A. J. Richards, *Commercial Sex and the Rights of the Person: A Moral Argument for the Decriminalization of Prostitution*, 127 U. PA. L. REV. 1195, 1204 (1979) (explaining the roots of and arguing against a moralistic condemnation of sex work). For an abolitionist response, see \(^{50}\) Richards, *supra* note 35, at 1236 (“Work for [prostitution’s] abolition is no more insulting to prostitutes than work to end any other form of discrimination insults victims. On this analysis, prostitution is a practice of gender inequality seldom so named and a violation of human rights.”).

\(^{44}\) See Richards, supra note 43, at 1204.

\(^{45}\) Id. at 1210–13 (discussing traditional religious views on sex outside of marriage).

\(^{46}\) See id. at 1219. The Court made this stance clear in its opinion in *United States v. Bitty*:

[Prostitutes] are in hostility to the idea of the family, as consisting in and springing from the union for life of one man and one woman in the holy estate of matrimony; the sure foundation of all that is stable and noble in our civilization, the best guaranty of that reverent morality which is the source of all beneficent progress in social and political improvement. 208 U.S. 393, 401 (1908) (internal citation omitted).

\(^{47}\) Richards, supra note 43, at 1279.

\(^{48}\) Weitzer, supra note 42, at 16 (“In contrast to the prostitution-as-violence notion, an alternative, evidence-based perspective would characterize victimization differently—that is, as a factor that varies across time, place, and echelon. Violence is by no means endemic throughout the sex trade.”).
tions and health of voluntary sex workers. Pro-work advocates frequently reference research that refutes common abolitionist claims. Although not all pro-work advocates call for decriminalization, a body of research exists that supports decriminalization as an effective method for harm reduction. Many pro-work advocates argue that, although harms will always exist in prostitution, efforts to eliminate prostitution—especially outdoor/street sex work—do not encourage women to leave sex work. Rather, it pushes the most desperate women further underground into more dangerous, less controllable situations where harm is even more likely.

However, it is important to note that anti-abolitionist advocates like Weitzer are also criticized for not making their views transparent and for examining sex work from the buyers’ point of view, which is more sympathetic toward legalization than the point of view of the prostituted woman herself.

B. What is Human Trafficking?

As Catharine MacKinnon notes, “No one defends trafficking. There is no pro-sex-trafficking position any more than there is a public pro-slavery position for labor these days. The only issue is defining these terms so nothing anyone wants to defend is covered.” Although differing feminist views on prostitution have indeed helped shape the definition of trafficking in international and U.S. law, this issue is far from settled: the conflation of prostitution and trafficking is still being debated and has played an important role in the recent prioritization of End Demand strategies.

49 See generally Valerie Jenness, From Sex as Sin to Sex as Work: COYOTE and the Reorganization of Prostitution as a Social Problem, 37 SOC. PROBS. 403 (1990) (discussing the history of pro-sex worker advocacy and positions taken by sex workers on prostitution); see also Elya Maria Durisin & Emily van der Meulen, Why Decriminalize? How Canada’s Municipal and Federal Regulations Increase Sex Workers’ Vulnerability, 20 CAN. J. WOMEN & L 289, 310 (2008) (listing recommendations for improving sex workers’ conditions in Canada).

50 See, e.g., Weitzer, supra note 38, at 17–18 (describing research refuting claims that the majority of women enter prostitution as minors and desperately want to leave the sex trade).

51 See, e.g., GAATW MOVING BEYOND CATCHPHRASES, supra note 6, at 42.

52 See, e.g., Weitzer, supra note 42, at 23–25 (discussing research that finds that decriminalization makes prostitution safer and helps reduce trafficking).

53 See Part II.B.1 and II.B.2 for discussions of the Canadian and Swedish anti-prostitution laws’ effects on outdoor sex work.

54 See Melissa Farley, Prostitution Harms Women Even if Indoors: Reply to Weitzer, 11 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 950, 952 (2005) (explaining that Weitzer claims to take a neutral stance, when in reality, he is pro-indoor prostitution and “views prostitution from the community’s perspective.”).

55 See infra Part I.B.1.

56 See infra Part I.B.2.

57 See infra Parts II–III.
1. International and U.S. Law Define Trafficking

International, federal, and state laws govern the definition of human trafficking in the United States. The United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (“Trafficking Protocol”), to which the United States is a signatory, has the stated purpose of “prevent[ing] and combat[ing] trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to women and children” and “protect[ing] and assist[ing] the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights.” “Trafficking in persons” is defined as:

[T]he recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.

Consent to be trafficked is considered irrelevant if any of the means set forth in the definition are used.

Feminist groups played a large role in shaping this definition, with intense debates taking place over several aspects of the definition. Interestingly, social conservatives have also played a role in this debate, siding with abolitionist feminists and creating an unlikely alliance “to fight what they
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label human trafficking.”67 United States-based conservative and religious organizations such as the Heritage Foundation, the Campus Crusade for Christ, the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission, and the Institute on Religion and Democracy were active alongside abolitionist feminists during the debates over the Trafficking Protocol and the U.S. Trafficking Victim Protection Act (“TVPA”).68 This alliance has been limited to addressing sex trafficking and prostitution; it does not extend to other forms of trafficking or exploitation.69

According to Gallagher, while some nongovernmental organizations (“NGOs”) argued that “any distinction between forced and voluntary prostitution was false and morally unacceptable”70 and that an acknowledgement that trafficking could occur “irrespective of the consent of the person”71 should be included, others countered that non-coerced adult prostitution was possible and that the inclusion of means in the definition preserved this distinction.72 Advocates also differed over whether the end purposes of trafficking should include a specific reference to prostitution, with those in favor calling for explicit mention that would “confirm international legal opposition to all prostitution.”73 Their opponents were concerned that such mention would divert important attention and resources away from real trafficking problems and toward efforts to abolish all forms of prostitution, including voluntary sex work.74 Gallagher argues that the United Nations’ definition’s “clumsy handling of the consent issue has generated considerable confusion,”75 and its reference to prostitution refrains from taking a clear stance on whether voluntary sex work is possible.76 The Trafficking Protocol’s definition was initially hailed as a victory for abolitionists and a defeat for pro-work advocates.77 But, both sides have since claimed that the lack of clarity in the Trafficking Protocol’s definition should be interpreted as favorable to their position: advocates for sex worker rights argue that the definition should not include prostitution that is not forced,78 while abolition-

---

68 See Halley et al., supra note 10, at 357 (discussing conservative and religious groups’ role in the trafficking debates).
69 See Berman, supra note 67, at 272; see generally id. for a comprehensive analysis of how social conservatives and abolitionist feminists have worked together on antitrafficking policy in the United States.
70 Gallagher, supra note 66, at 26.
71 Id. at 27.
72 See id.
73 Id.
74 See id.
75 Id. at 28.
76 See id. at 29. The travaux préparatoires to the Trafficking Protocol clarifies that it addresses the issue of prostitution only in the context of trafficking and is not meant to prejudice how state parties address sex work in their domestic laws. Id.
77 See id. at 28.
78 See, e.g., GAATW Collateral Damage, supra note 43, at 13:
ists claim that the definition includes all prostitution due to prostitution’s inherently coercive nature.\footnote{See, e.g., MacKinnon, \textit{Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality}, supra note 8, at 299–300 (arguing that the inherent aspects of prostitution necessarily meet the means requirements of the \textit{Trafficking Protocol’s definition of trafficking}).}

According to Gallagher, the U.S. TVPA not only clarified what the U.S. considers to be trafficking, but also helped set the tone for the international definition of trafficking.\footnote{\textsc{Gallagher, supra note 66, at 22 ("While a number of governments were debating and passing trafficking legislation throughout the 1990s, it was the United States that had the greatest single impact on the evolution of an international consensus on the definition of trafficking.")}.} Signed into law two months before the Trafficking Protocol,\footnote{\textsc{See id. at 23.}} the TVPA applies only to “severe forms of trafficking,” which it defines as:

(A) sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age; or

(B) the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.\footnote{\textsc{Victims of \textit{Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000}, 22 U.S.C. § 7101 (2000), § 103(8)(a)–(b).}}

“Sex trafficking” is further defined as “the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act."\footnote{\textsc{Id. § 103(9).}}

Notably different than the Trafficking Protocol, the TVPA does not require the crossing of an international border,\footnote{\textsc{See \textit{Gallagher, supra note 66, at 23.}}} meaning that for the purposes of sex trafficking in the U.S., a person who forces anyone into prostitution—regardless of whether the victim is a citizen or a migrant—can be prosecuted.\footnote{\textsc{See \textit{Gallagher, supra note 66, at 23.}}} In addition to establishing the criminal law under which traffickers...
may be prosecuted in the U.S., the TVPA also establishes requirements for victim assistance.

Additionally, the TVPA creates an annual reporting system under which the U.S. Department of State evaluates whether other countries meet the TVPA’s minimum standards for eliminating trafficking, a system that has functioned largely as a shaming mechanism and has had a noticeable (though not necessarily beneficial) effect on the dialogue around policies in those countries receiving problematic evaluations.

2. The Problem with Conflating Prostitution and Trafficking

Many work approach and human rights advocates take the position that the Trafficking Protocol and TVPA’s focus on sex trafficking conflates trafficking with prostitution and that this has produced a “chilling effect” on the public discourse around sex work. Trafficking and prostitution are conflated when efforts to end human trafficking focus almost entirely on (1) sex trafficking and (2) ending prostitution. This conflation does not adequately acknowledge trafficking for other purposes (like labor exploitation) or the possibility of non-coerced sex work. Abolitionists like MacKinnon believe

Alissa, 16, met an older man at a convenience store in Dallas and after a few dates accepted his invitation to move in with him. But soon Alissa’s new boyfriend convinced her to be an escort for him, accompanying men on dates and having sex with them for money. He rented hotel rooms around Dallas and forced Alissa to have sex with men who responded to the ads. The man, who kept an assault rifle in the closet of his apartment, threatened Alissa and physically assaulted her on multiple occasions. The man later pled guilty to trafficking Alissa.
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See Sabrina Feve & Christina Finzel, Recent Development, Trafficking of People, 38 Harv. J. On Legis. 279, 287 (2001) (describing the Trafficking In Persons Country Reports as “shame sanctions”); Gallagher, supra note 66, at 485 (identifying the “indisputable” contribution that the TIP Reports have made on the international dialogue about trafficking, but noting that “some of these responses have been highly problematic in human rights terms, a side effect that is not explored or even acknowledged in the U.S. Department of State’s reports themselves.”).

See Lenora M. Lapidus, Namita Luthra & Emily J. Martin, The Rights of Women: The Authoritative ACLU Guide to Women’s Rights 94–95 (Eve Carey ed., 4th ed. 2009) (offering a simplistic differentiation between sex trafficking and prostitution under the TVPA: “[S]ex trafficking is any commercial sex act induced by force, fraud, or coercion. Prostitution, however, is any commercial sex act that an individual chooses to perform.”); Chuang, supra note 40, at 1079 (discussing the problematic results of the current conflation between trafficking and prostitution).

that efforts to end trafficking and prostitution cannot be separated. Those advocating for a human rights approach, however, believe that equating trafficking and prostitution is problematic because “[p]rostitution per se as the exclusive purpose of trafficking is an untenable definition as not all victims are prostitutes and nor have all the prostitutes been trafficked.” This Article embraces a more nuanced approach to examining sex work and trafficking in an effort to best address the non-monolithic character of the sex industry and the multiplicity of players and diversity of harms and benefits.

Lin Lean Lim of the International Labor Organization (“ILO”) identifies two human rights approaches to addressing trafficking and sex work: (1) viewing migration for sex work as existing on a spectrum encompassing a variety of circumstances and eliminating the causes of exploitive trafficking:

The challenge we face is to address the real root causes of trafficking—the reasons why people migrate and are trafficked and the reasons why other people are able to traffic them. It is not enough merely to regulate the sex market; we need to address the areas of vulnerability. At the same time, the related—and perhaps more difficult—challenge is to place the respect for and protection of human rights at the centre of all measures to combat trafficking and to disentangle human rights concerns from morality biases concerning prostitution.

And; (2) providing effective aid to sex workers: “Even for those prostitutes who have not been trafficked, the priority concerns should still be for the protection of their human and labour rights, including safe and healthy

---

93 See, e.g., MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at 299–300:

[A] strategic concession of the sex work approach has been to criticize trafficking while defending prostitution. But what is trafficking? . . . [It] is transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of a human being for purposes of sexual exploitation: it is straight-up pimping. . . . The sine qua non of trafficking is thus neither border crossing nor severe violence. It is third-party involvement. . . . You cannot traffic yourself, which separates it from prostitution. Sexual exploitation can also be slavery. Right there, in the international definition, is what is sometimes criticized as a ‘conflation’ of slavery with trafficking. You cannot enslave yourself either.

94 Lim, supra note 92, at 1.

95 See Halley et al., supra note 10, at 407:

[A Governance Feminism approach] allows the wide range of incentives (including those of the women themselves) to come into view. . . . As a methodology, such an analysis can supply a fresh new realist and pragmatic vision of the regulation of sex work; it can induce [governance feminists] to break away from the limited view of law as capable of either prohibition or permission . . . and enable a complex, nuanced perception of choice, agency, and consent.

96 Lim, supra note 92, at 1.
working conditions, freedom of association and the right to organize, access to health care and social protection, etc."

In addition, human rights advocates are identifying a growing need to address exploitive trafficking for other purposes, especially for labor and domestic work. Experts have estimated that “at least one-third of those trafficked are for economic purposes other than sexual exploitation.” Although the U.S. State Department has recently recognized the need to focus more attention on non-sex trafficking, this Article argues that more should be done to redirect resources to these instances of migrant worker abuse that have thus far largely been ignored.

II. THE RISE OF END DEMAND LEGAL REFORM

Several kinds of partial decriminalization frameworks and programs exist internationally that focus, in varying degrees, on shaming and punishing johns in an effort to discourage them from buying sex. These efforts often refer to the pressing need to end demand for prostitution as the best way to combat human trafficking: “[T]he male demand for . . . prostitution is the most immediate cause of the expansion of the sex industry without which it would be highly unprofitable for pimps and traffickers to seek out a supply of women. It is indisputable that a prostitution market without male consumers would go broke.” Abolitionists make—and work approach advocates question—these assumptions that underlie end demand efforts.

A. What is Demand?

1. Who Buys Sex?

Numerous studies have been completed in the last decade, both in the U.S. and abroad, in an attempt to understand which men buy sex and why;

---

97 Id. at 9.
98 See id. at 1–2:
There is ample evidence of trafficking into construction work, agriculture and food processing, fishing, domestic and care work, sweatshops in the manufacturing industry, hotels and hospitality and for the purposes of organized begging, the exploitation of petty crime and benefit fraud. In activities or sectors prone to exploitation, the demand is for employees who are invisible, unprotected, excluded, vulnerable and disempowered.

99 Id. at 2.
100 See, e.g., TIP Victims’ Stories, supra note 85 (including, out of fourteen total examples of international trafficking, eight stories about labor trafficking).
101 See infra Part IV for discussion of recommendations for the U.S. to redirect the focus of trafficking enforcement on coercive labor abuses.
these studies agree that men across all ages, races, and socioeconomic backgrounds buy sex. Estimates of how many men have bought sex vary dramatically based on geographic area and sample size—in some countries it may be a small minority, while in other countries, up to two-thirds of men have paid for sex at some point in their lives. Abolitionists like Farley cite to studies demonstrating that men who buy sex are dangerous and violent. Not surprisingly, as is the case with research demonstrating harms to sex workers, a conflicting body of research also exists that instead portrays johns as buying sex for a variety of non-violent reasons. It is important to note that most of the research on johns suffers from data limitations, since studies of johns who voluntarily participate or who have been identified through criminal sanctions may not be entirely truthful or representative of sex buyers at large.

Research on demand for sex embraced by abolitionists portrays johns as abnormal. They are more likely to be criminals, commit rape more often, and use pornography more often. Johns are also unmoved by the

104 See, e.g., id. at 151–52 (discussing the variety in percentage of men who have purchased sex across different geographic locations); Bridget Anderson & Julia O’Connell Davidson, Save The Children, Trafficking—a Demand Led Problem? A Multi-Country Pilot Study 29 (2002) (noting a “good deal of variation” across countries and regions in the percentage of men who admit to having paid for sex).
105 See Anderson & O’Connell Davidson, supra note 104, at 29.
107 See Anderson & O’Connell Davidson, supra note 104, at 29–30 (discussing non-violent reasons for buying sex).
108 See, e.g., Steven Sawyer et al., Attitudes Towards Prostitution Among Males—A “Consumers’ Report,” 20 Current Psychol. 363, 375 (2001–2002) (“These data are self-report data and may be subject to response bias, particularly since the men surveyed had been arrested and under legal scrutiny.”); John Lowman & Chris Atchison, Men Who Buy Sex: A Survey in the Greater Vancouver Regional District, 43 Can. Rev. Soc. & Anthropology 281, 290 (2006) (“Needless to say, we have no way of knowing if or how much our respondents underreported their own violent behaviour.”).
109 See Farley et al., Comparing Sex Buyers, supra note 106, at 4 (“The common myth that ‘any man’ might buy sex (i.e., that a sex buyer is a random everyman, an anonymous male who deserves the common name, john) [is] not supported.”).
110 See, e.g., id. at 4 (discussing self-reported criminal status).
111 See, e.g., id. at 4 (discussing self-reported sexually coercive behavior by sex buyers); Macleod et al., supra note 106, at 14 (discussing higher acceptance of “rape myths” among sex buyers, including that “once he pays for it, the customer is entitled to do whatever he wants to the woman he buys.”).
112 See, e.g., Farley et al., Comparing Sex Buyers, supra note 106, at 4 (discussing increased pornography use as problematic because “[o]ver time, as a result of their
plight of the prostitutes they buy sex from, acknowledging but not caring that these women are homeless, drug-addicted, abused, and trafficked. This research portrays sex buyers as having damaging attitudes toward women, including the beliefs that they are entitled to have constant access to sex and that pleasure comes from dominating women.

In contrast, other research identifies that while some sex buyers may suffer from psychological issues, the majority do not. Instances of violence by johns against sex workers may be limited in scope to “a relatively small proportion of very violent men” who prey predominately on street sex workers. Clients of sex workers may purchase sex for a wide variety of reasons: because they are disabled, travelers, addicted to sex, or have the “desire for a particular kind of sexual experience; the desire for particular kinds of sexual partners; the desire for control over when and how to have sex . . . [or are] in search of companionship and what they take to be intimacy.” There may be a link between the social constructs of “masculine” identity and sex work that leads men to buy sex when they feel their

prostitution and pornography use, sex buyers reported that their sexual preferences changed such that they sought more sadomasochistic and anal sex.”; Macleod et al., supra note 106, at 16 (“One interpretation of this finding is that more frequent use of pornography supports and stimulates men in their use of women in prostitution.”).

See, e.g., Chicago Coal. for the Homeless, Buying Sex: A Survey of Men in Chicago 7 (May 2004), available at http://www.enddemandillinois.org/sites/default/files/Buying_Sex.pdf (“Large numbers of the men appeared indifferent to the plight of the women from whom they are purchasing sex-acts.”); Farley et al., Comparing Sex Buyers, supra note 106, at 4 (“Sex buyers had significantly less empathy for prostituted women . . . .”); id. at 5 (Sex buyers “observed that a majority of women are lured, tricked, or trafficked into prostitution. Many of the men had an awareness of the economic coercion and the lack of alternatives in women’s entry into prostitution.”).

See, e.g., Macleod et al., supra note 106, at 19; Rachel Durchslag & Samir Goswami, Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation, Deconstructing the Demand for Prostitution: Preliminary Insights from Interviews With Chicago Men Who Purchase Sex 18 (2008), available at http://www.sapromise.org/pdfs/deconstructing.pdf (“Some interviewees believed that being born male provided them the right to buy sex. When asked why he purchases sex, one interviewee looked the interviewer in the eye and responded ‘Because I can.’”).

See, e.g., Macleod et al., supra note 106, at 20; Durchslag & Goswami, supra note 114, at 18 (“Men who expressed feeling powerless in their own lives described the feelings of power they acquired when they bought sex.”).

See Sawyer et al., supra note 108, at 373–74 (identifying one-third of men studied as having “significant psychopathology”).

Lowman & Atchison, supra note 108, at 293.

See Brooks-Gordon, supra note 103, at 153 (describing disabled clients).

See Anderson & O’Connell Davidson, supra note 104, at 29 (noting that “those who travel either for business or leisure are also more likely to buy sex”).

Durchslag & Goswami, supra note 114, at 2 (“83% [of men surveyed] considered purchasing sex an addiction [for them]”).

Anderson & O’Connell Davidson, supra note 104, at 29; see also Durchslag & Goswami, supra note 114, at 2 (discussing study results showing that men may purchase sex in order to obtain sexual acts that they either typically feel uncomfortable asking for or their regular partner will not perform, and because they seek to avoid commitment).
masculinity is threatened. It is unlikely that many johns specifically seek
out sex with trafficked women, as it is typically impossible for them to tell
whether a sex worker is selling sexual services voluntarily or is being
coerced.

At the very least, the variety in outcomes of studies of sex buyers dem-
onstrates that no accurate profile of a typical john exists. Efforts to end
the harms of prostitution by shaming and punishing men who buy sex therefore
suffer from their reliance on the faulty premise that all—or at least the ma-
jority—of johns are deviants who either are complicit in or derive pleasure
from the exploitation of women.

2. Do Sex Buyers Drive Sex Trafficking?

Many abolitionists discuss End Demand efforts as obvious, logical out-
growths of efforts to end human trafficking. In their view, sex trafficking
specifically—and therefore the majority of human trafficking—could not
exist without a market for sex work, which in turn could not exist without
male demand for sex with prostitutes. These advocates make simplistic
statements about supply and demand to support their claims:

Without the demand for commercial sex, there would be no market
forces producing and sustaining the roles of pimps and traffickers
as ‘distributors,’ nor would there be a force driving the production
of a ‘supply’ of people to be sexually exploited. Supply and distri-
bution are symptoms; demand is the cause.

122 See Anderson & O’Connell Davidson, supra note 104, at 29. This may also be
linked to the social devaluation of women: “[I]n the sense that the more a society deval-
ues ‘femininity,’ the more important it is for men to distance themselves from the ‘femi-
nine’ by asserting their ‘masculinity.’” Id.

123 Id. at 31 (discussing how even within a single setting, it is often possible to buy
sex from both “free” and “trafficked/unfree” sex workers and that clients will not neces-
sarily know the difference between them); see also Lim, supra note 90, at 4 (noting that
the majority of johns do not specifically demand sex with trafficked women and cannot
identify which women are trafficked and which are not).

124 See, e.g., MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at
281–82 (“I speak here of the demand . . . . [Johns] are why this industry exists. Because
of johns . . . . women are in prostitution.”); Kenneth Franzblau, What Governmental Poli-
cies or Practices Enable the Actions of Those Who Create Demand?, in Demand Dy-
namics: The Forces of Demand in Global Sex Trafficking 67, 72 (Morrison Torrey
ed., 2004) (“I fear that if we do not educate boys about the violence of prostitution and
pornography and how women are trafficked to satisfy the demand they create, we will
never defeat the form of slavery that is human trafficking.”); Donna M. Hughes, Best
Practices to Address the Demand Side of Sex Trafficking 6 (2004) (“The new focus on the
demand requires that we consider men’s responsibility for the existence and
continuation of prostitution, and how they create the demand for women and children to
be used in prostitution.”).

125 ABT ASSOCs., INC., DEVELOPING A NATIONAL ACTION PLAN FOR ELIMINATING
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Those who advocate for the End Demand strategy see increased law enforcement and rehabilitation programs for johns as the most effective method to stop both prostitution and sex trafficking.\footnote{See Iris Yen, Comment, Of Vice & Men: A New Approach to Eradicating Sex Trafficking By Reducing Male Demand Through Education Programs and Abolitionist Legislation, 98 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 653, 686 (2008) (noting that because going after actual sex traffickers is too difficult, “the most effective way to drive immediate and long-term change is to apply pressure on the ‘weak link’ in the sex trafficking chain: the male demand.”); see generally Lederer, supra note 59 (discussing why and how policymakers should utilize law enforcement to target customers of sex workers).}

A more nuanced view of trafficking rejects the economic supply and demand model as applying to this complex problem. Human rights advocates find that a complex set of factors, not just male demand for sex, drives sex trafficking.\footnote{Id. at 3.} In the trafficking context, “demand and supply factors are closely intertwined,\footnote{Id. at 3–4.} with strong supply-side factors playing a role. Demand may be fueled by “an abundant supply of vulnerable women and girls whose services and labour can be exploited.”\footnote{See id. (explaining the spectrum of conditions contributing to and inherent in trafficking and migration).} Due to poverty, chronic unemployment, discrimination and inequality, these women may migrate voluntarily, be trafficked involuntarily, or experience a combination of both voluntary decisions and coercive circumstances that lead them to work in abusive situations.\footnote{GAATW MOVING BEYOND CATCHPHRASES, supra note 6, at 16.} Ignoring supply-side factors commodifies workers and “ignores the very real fact that trafficked persons, migrants and workers are people who are trying to access labour and migration opportunities for themselves and their families, and who often try to resist or escape exploitative situations.”\footnote{LIM, supra note 92, at 3.}

Demand-side factors are also more complex than just desire of the men who buy sex. “‘Demand’ in the context of trafficking is an ideologically loaded term for which there is no precise agreed upon definition and understanding.”\footnote{See generally LIM, supra note 92, at 3.} Traffickers’ and some pimps’ desire for women who they can exploit—victims who do not require wages, safe working conditions, or the ability to choose their clients—may more significantly contribute to the demand for trafficked women.\footnote{See id. at 4 (discussing the “much more direct role” in trafficking of employers and third parties).} Criminalization of sex work, as opposed to decreasing demand, may create a stronger underground market that enables trafficking:

The highly organized institutional structures, the networks of dependencies, the widespread linkages with many other types of le-
genuine economic activities, [and] the many vested interests . . . are not easy to dismantle. The powerful commercial and sometimes political as well as criminal elements will not willingly give up this lucrative line of business. Clamping down on some segments of the sex market may only lead to less visible and harder-to-regulate activities. Research has shown that the market can adapt and adjust and that it is increasingly varied and sophisticated.\textsuperscript{134}

Despite this lack of certainty that ending demand for sex work is possible, desirable, or effective in reducing trafficking, an increasingly strong movement to utilize End Demand strategies is mobilizing, especially in the United States.\textsuperscript{135}

B. Legal Frameworks and Programs that Punish Demand

Several countries have implemented legal frameworks that have served as important models encouraging and popularizing End Demand efforts in the U.S. in recent years, despite the lack of empirical evidence suggesting that they are effective and despite the growing protests from sex workers and human rights advocates that these policies harm the very women they are designed to help.\textsuperscript{136}

1. Legal Frameworks Embracing End Demand Efforts Without Criminalizing the Actual Buying and Selling of Sex

Canada and the United Kingdom are two countries in which a vigorous debate about End Demand policies exists and in which prostitution is technically legal, though many of the circumstances surrounding prostitution—such as brothel ownership and soliciting—are not.\textsuperscript{137} In these countries, enforcement of laws prohibiting the activities ancillary to prostitution can be used as a proxy for explicit anti-prostitution laws in order to punish sex workers and johns.\textsuperscript{138}

In Canada, although the actual buying and selling of sex is not illegal, several sections of the federal Criminal Code regulate sex work activities, including the following: “bawdy-house” or anti-brothel provisions which

\textsuperscript{134} Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{135} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{136} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{137} See 100 Countries and their Prostitution Policies, PROCON.ORG, http://prostitution.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000772 (last visited Jan. 16, 2012) (noting that in addition to the U.K. and Canada, countries such as Argentina, Brazil, and Finland have legal prostitution but also have laws prohibiting activities surrounding prostitution).
\textsuperscript{138} See, e.g., Durisin & van der Meulen, supra note 49, at 295–96 (discussing how Canada’s laws are used against street-based sex workers); Brooks-Gordon, supra note 103, at 146–50 (discussing how the U.K.’s laws are used against clients).
criminalize the habitual use of a fixed location (including a home or any other indoor location) for engaging in prostitution;139 “procuring” or pimping laws that criminalize third parties who influence, support, or live off the income of a sex worker;140 and a “communicating” law which prohibits stopping a person or a car for solicitation as well as all other conversations in a public place (or place open to public view) for the purposes of initiating prostitution.141 Section 213 of the Criminal Code, the communicating law, has been the most utilized, representing more than 90% of all prostitution-related offenses reported by police since the law’s passage in 1985.142 Although arrests under the communicating law have been fairly gender-equal, conviction rates and sentencing have not been: 68% of women charged have been found guilty, while 70% of charges against men have been stayed or withdrawn; men have been far more likely to be penalized with fines, while women have been more likely to be given prison sentences.143

Canadian sex worker organizations argue that the existence and enforcement of the communicating law and the other sections of the Criminal Code are not only disproportionate and unfair, but also make their work more dangerous.144 Advocating for the decriminalization of buying and selling sex,145 sex worker organizations point to the negative effects that even partial criminalization can have on sex workers: it makes their work less safe by isolating them and therefore makes it difficult for them to evaluate clients before agreeing to have sex;146 it leads to less police protection from abusive clients and more harassment from police officers themselves;147 and it removes sex workers’ ability to negotiate effectively for safe sex in a safe environment.148 Pro-work advocates argue that the best way to aid sex work-
ers is not to target all of their clients, but to “protect sex workers from exploitation, violence and extortion by pimps” and those clients who are violent, and to:

[increase] access to fundamental benefits and services. Poverty, inadequate housing, violence, poor health, addiction and [corrupt] law enforcement are major areas of concern. There is an urgent need for policy change in each of these areas as part of a comprehensive approach to improving the lives of sex workers and ensuring alternatives for those who wish to leave this occupation.

Some Canadian sex workers also believe anti-prostitution laws are overly moralistic, and they reject being seen as victims. They believe that anti-prostitution stigma exposes them to violence and discrimination, and they advocate for public education and law reform to reduce its negative effects.

Advocates for decriminalization in Canada have recently won at least a temporary victory: the Ontario Superior Court ruled in 2010 in Bedford v. Canada that the bawdyhouse and communicating laws, as well as the restrictions on “living on the avails” of sex work, violate three Sections of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms—Sections 1 (guarantees of certain freedoms within reasonable limits), 2(b) (freedom of expression), and 7 (right to life, liberty, and security)—because they materially contribute to dangers for sex workers. Although this opinion has been stayed pending the outcome of its appeal, it is important because it recognizes that the constitutionality of laws regulating the sex trade must be determined in the context of the effect those laws have on sex workers and that “in a just society a government is not entitled to jeopardize the health and physical safety of sex workers for the sake of reducing public nuisance.”

(discussing how bawdy-house provisions keep sex workers from working in secure environments).
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appealed based on standing issues to the Supreme Court of Canada\textsuperscript{159} where it was heard in January 2012, and judgment was pending as of the publication of this Article.\textsuperscript{160}

Abolitionists in Canada, however, advocate for End Demand strategies including the Swedish model, which would further criminalize buying sex\textsuperscript{161} and increase the use of “john school” education programs for sex buyers.\textsuperscript{162} One vocal advocate of harsh criminal penalties for johns is Parliament Member Joy Smith, who calls for increased “focus on tackling the demand for the purchase of commercial sex.”\textsuperscript{163} The Women’s Coalition for the Abolition of Prostitution (“WCAP”), an umbrella group of interveners in the Bedford case, also filed a factum encouraging selling sex to be fully decriminalized and buying sex to be fully criminalized.\textsuperscript{164} The WCAP makes the typical simplistic arguments that sex buyers fuel a demand for trafficking: “It is not possible to completely separate trafficking from domestic prostitution. Trafficking into and within Canada is encouraged by the domestic demand for prostitution.”\textsuperscript{165} The 2011 Miss Canada, Tara Teng, even launched an abolitionist cross-country tour called “Ignite the Road to Justice,”\textsuperscript{166} which has circulated a petition stating, “the demand for commercial sex with women and children is the root cause for prostitution and trafficking for sexual purposes” and has called for criminalization of buying and decriminalization of selling sex as the solution to end trafficking.\textsuperscript{167}

In the United Kingdom, a similar fight between pro-work advocates and abolitionists has occurred. Although buying and selling sex in the United Kingdom are legal, activities such as soliciting and “kerb-crawling” (the act of searching for and picking up a sex worker in a car) are not.\textsuperscript{168} The Policing and Crime Bill of 2009 also made it illegal to pay for services from a prostitute whom a third party has subjected to force, threats, coercion, or decep-
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tion to perform those services. It is irrelevant whether the customer knew or could have known about this exploitation. Although a 2010 bill to criminalize the buying of all sex was rejected, abolitionists in the U.K. have focused much effort on “kerb-crawler rehabilitation programs” and other methods to shame sex buyers. Advocates against these programs cite many of the same critiques mentioned by the Canadian groups, including the potential of End Demand efforts to push sex workers into more exploitive conditions, and the need to instead “promote the health, safety, civil and human rights of sex workers, including their rights to live free from violence . . . to engage in the work as safely as possible, and to receive high quality health and other services.”

2. Criminalizing the Buyers and Decriminalizing the Sellers: The Swedish Model

In 1999, Sweden passed the Sex Purchase Act, which made it a crime to buy sex but decriminalized selling sex. The law also pledged money and assistance for women who are victims of violence, including prostitution. Due to its explicit position on the need to combat violence against women and its promotion of gender equality, the law was hailed as groundbreaking at the time of its passage. Since then, a growing number of abolitionists have called for adoption of the Swedish model in other countries, in part due to Sweden’s aggressive marketing of its law as a model to be exported to other countries. The law’s focus on punishing johns and providing aid to

171 See infra Part II.B.3.
172 See Brooks-Gordon, supra note 103, at 166 (discussing how making it harder for sex workers to find clients can make their economic situation worse and can lead them into destructive relationships with pimps).
175 See id. at 1192.
176 See id. at 1188–91 (discussing the principles behind the Swedish law); Iain McDonald, Current Developments, Criminalising ‘Punters’: evaluating the Swedish position on prostitution, 26 J. SOC. WELFARE & FAM. L. 195, 195 (2004) (calling the Swedish law “noticeably bold”).
177 See MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at 276 (“In a growing list of jurisdictions, the Swedish model is one initiative that, having shown promise, is increasingly favored by abolitionists at the principled and practical forefront of this movement.”).
sex workers as “victims” of prostitution appeals to abolitionists who believe targeting the demand side will best combat trafficking. But evidence on the actual impact of the Swedish law is mixed. Studies conducted within a few years of the law’s passage, and scholarship that cite those studies, tout the law’s success in dramatically reducing the number of women in prostitution in Sweden and in decreasing trafficking into Sweden. They claim that the law has persuaded more sex workers to come forward and seek assistance to leave sex work, and has kept women considering sex work from entering it.

But other studies of the Swedish law have been skeptical of its purported success. These works have questioned the methodology of previous studies of the Swedish law, claiming among other flaws that these studies were not objective and were ideologically biased:

When reviewing the research and reports available, it becomes clear that the Sex Purchase Act cannot be said to have decreased prostitution, trafficking for sexual purposes, or had a deterrent effect on clients to the extent claimed. Nor is it possible to claim that public attitudes towards prostitution have changed significantly in the desired radical feminist direction or that there has been a similar increased support of the ban.

In addition, and even more alarmingly, a recent study claims that the Swedish law has had serious adverse affects on the health and wellbeing of sex workers. This study claims that the law isolates sex workers from each other and makes it more difficult for health initiatives to reach them,
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increasing the likelihood that they will contract a sexually transmitted disease, including HIV/AIDS. Conducting their business even further underground makes street sex workers more vulnerable: with fewer women on the street, buyers have more power to demand unsafe sex practices and lower prices. When negotiations must be hurried and in secretive areas, sex workers also have less time to evaluate clients in order to get a sense of whether they seem dangerous, leading to an increase in violent encounters. Some sex workers have reported increased reliance on third parties like pimps, since finding clients has become more difficult. The law may also promote stigma against sex workers and stereotypes of them as weak and passive victims. This study argues that the Swedish law has in reality led fewer sex workers to seek help due to distrust of authorities. Finally, some scholars have criticized the law’s true motivations, claiming that Sweden’s focus on promoting homogeneity led it to pass the law as an effort to clamp down on migration by foreigners, as opposed to the nobler goal of ending trafficking.

In the end, the debate over the success of the Swedish model and the desirability of its extension to other countries appears to be as divisive as the pro-work versus abolition argument itself, with a similar lack of definitive empirical evidence to properly fuel the arguments of feminists on either side. However, assuming studies citing adverse effects on sex workers are valid, other locations—including the U.S.—should be more hesitant to embrace End Demand strategies as the best method to improve the conditions of women in the sex trade.

3. Growing Use of John Schools and Other Shaming Methods to Curb Demand

In addition to laws that target buyers of sex, other programs have been implemented in jurisdictions worldwide with the goal of educating the public about the problem of demand, and shaming johns into stopping their be-
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behavior. The most common of these programs are so-called “john schools,” pioneered in San Francisco in 1995, and now used in over 40 U.S. cities and several other countries including the U.K. and Canada. These education programs target first offenders—men who have been arrested for the first time for soliciting a prostitute. Most of these programs operate similarly to driver’s safety courses for those who have received tickets: for a fee, a john attends a class or series of classes on the deleterious effects of prostitution, and in return, the charges against him are dropped. Some john schools, as opposed to being diversionary programs, are conditions of sentencing. In class, johns learn about the health and legal consequences of buying sex, and often learn about trafficking and hear from former victims who talk about the horrors of their experience and the errors of the johns’ ways. Although advocates admit that many john schools “could rightly be described as intending to humiliate or embarrass the men, or make them feel ashamed of themselves,” they claim that this shame is a natural extension of the men’s problematic behavior. In addition, advocates claim that john schools help johns avoid the stigma that would be associated with a prostitution-related conviction. Critics counter that treating clients as “dehumanized, dirty and animalistic . . . perpetuates stereotypes that obscure the complex social, economic and cultural relationships in which commercial sex takes place.” They also take issue with the lack of involvement of active sex workers in developing the curricula.

Not surprisingly, feedback on whether john schools legitimately change johns’ behavior is mixed. Only a few very small studies of john schools in the U.S. have been conducted, and they have been inconclusive in determin-
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ing whether attendees’ recidivism rates have declined. In addition, while surveys of johns after completion of these programs seem to demonstrate a change in attitudes toward prostitution, this may be due largely to the johns being more aware of the “correct” answers to the questions after having participated in the program, regardless of whether their own attitudes have really changed. Yet, these programs are gaining media attention and becoming more common in the U.S., and have been encouraged as an important tool by End Demand advocates.

Many johns are recruited for john schools through “reverse stings” in which female police officers act as decoys, arresting male customers after they solicit them for prostitution. Beyond the basic arguments that johns should not be arrested for buying sex, critics of reverse stings claim that they make prostitution more dangerous for sex workers, who are pushed further underground and into less safe situations because clients are afraid of being arrested. Other End Demand methods for identifying and shaming sex buyers include police releasing the names of accused johns. Media outlets then run these lists in local newspapers, revealing johns’ identities to family, friends, neighbors, and coworkers. In Omaha, Nebraska, the names of men arrested for soliciting sex have even been posted on billboards. Buyers of sex who have been surveyed have reported that public shaming tactics
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such as these might deter them from buying sex.\textsuperscript{215} However, there has been no empirical evidence to demonstrate that this method really decreases sex buying or recidivism among those reported.\textsuperscript{216} Civil rights activists have also raised due process concerns about this method, as the names of accused johns who have not yet had their day in court are typically released.\textsuperscript{217}

Another End Demand tactic has been the use of “Dear John” letters, which involves sending letters to the registered owners of vehicles that have been seen “cruising” in known prostitution areas.\textsuperscript{218} The letters do not accuse the vehicle owners of engaging in prostitution, but rather warn them of the dangers of prostitution.\textsuperscript{219} Other related tactics may include seizing the vehicles of men found cruising for sex and geographic restraining orders prohibiting these men from entering known areas of prostitution.\textsuperscript{220}

Finally, End Demand public awareness campaigns have become increasingly common. Examples include a Swedish campaign in conjunction with the passage of the Sex Purchase Act that placed posters in public locations around the country,\textsuperscript{221} a 2006 “Dear John” campaign in Atlanta, Georgia, that ran print ads in local media discouraging men from buying sex,\textsuperscript{222} and recent campaigns in Rhode Island and Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{223} As is the case with all social media campaigns, while it is possible to estimate the number of impressions that these campaigns have made and therefore hail them as a success, it is not possible to determine whether they have made a tangible impact on public opinion about prostitution and trafficking among former or potential sex buyers.\textsuperscript{224}
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III. THE END DEMAND MOVEMENT GAINS TRACTION IN THE U.S.

Ever since the passage of the Swedish Sex Purchase Act and the early implementation of john schools and other sex buyer-focused programs blazed the trail, abolitionists have seized onto and promulgated End Demand efforts as their primary focus. As discussed previously, the use of reverse stings, john schools, “Dear John” letters, and social marketing campaigns are on the rise in the U.S.225 This Part of this Article focuses specifically on how End Demand sentiments have been incorporated into U.S. federal law and then examines two states—Rhode Island and Massachusetts—where End Demand efforts have had a major influence on state lawmaking, to the chagrin and detriment of human rights advocates and sex workers.

A. U.S. Federal Law’s Enshrining of End Demand Ideals

The 2000 U.N. Trafficking Protocol requires state parties to “adopt or strengthen legislative or other measures, such as educational, social, or cultural measures . . . to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, especially women and children, that leads to trafficking.”226 It was not until the 2005 Reauthorization of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act ("2005 Reauthorization"), however, that the United States interpreted this provision as support for inclusion of explicit End Demand sentiments in U.S. law.227 The 2005 Reauthorization adds to the minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking “measures to reduce the demand for commercial sex acts and for participation in international sex tourism by nationals of the country.”228 In its section on prevention of domestic trafficking in persons, the 2005 Reauthorization establishes a “program to reduce trafficking in persons and demand for commercial sex in the United States.”229 The program:

[A]uthorized a $50 million grant for local law enforcement and social services agencies to develop and execute programs targeted at reducing male demand and to investigate and prosecute buyers of commercial sex acts. It also required the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Attorney General to research and pre-
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pare reports on the best practices for reducing demand for commercial sex acts.\textsuperscript{230}

The 2005 Reauthorization noticeably conflates “trafficking in persons” and “demand for commercial sex,” lumping them together as the same issue and authorizing funding toward ending demand for sex work as a fulfillment of the Trafficking Protocol’s requirement to take measures to “discourage the demand . . . that leads to trafficking.”\textsuperscript{231} This conflation was made clear by President Bush’s comments upon signing the Act:

Yet we cannot put the criminals out of business until we also confront the problem of demand. Those who pay for the chance to sexually abuse children and teenage girls must be held to account. So we’ll investigate and prosecute the customers, the unscrupulous adults who prey on the young and innocent.\textsuperscript{232}

Although abolitionists have encouraged these funds to be spent on End Demand programs such as john schools, as of summer 2010, Congress had not appropriated funds for the program established by the 2005 Reauthorization.\textsuperscript{233} However, the 2005 Reauthorization still serves as an important endorsement of abolitionist End Demand sentiments in U.S. law. This is particularly problematic in light of the federal government’s continued reticence in taking measures to identify and protect legitimate trafficking victims in the U.S.\textsuperscript{234} For example, the U.S. has lagged in providing T Nonimmigrant Status Visas (“T Visas”) to trafficking victims. The T Visa is designed to provide nonimmigrant status to victims of trafficking who comply with reasonable requests from law enforcement in the investigation and prosecution of their traffickers and can demonstrate that they will suffer extreme hardship if they were removed from the United States.\textsuperscript{235} However, victim advocates have argued that these standards are too stringent; they are especially troubled by the requirement that the victim cooperate in the prosecution of her traffickers, which fewer than half of victims may be willing to
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do due to fear and trauma. In addition, if victims cooperate but law enforcement decides not to go through with the prosecution, the T Visa is not available.

U.S. law enforcement also may not be adequately trained to identify illegal immigrants as victims rather than criminals. This is especially true when these immigrants are victims of forms of labor abuses other than sexual exploitation, since politicians and the media have “sexified” trafficking. Border control sentiments play into this lack of identification, as it is easier to deport a non-citizen than to recognize her coercive conditions and begin the process to provide her support and services. Interestingly, while up to 5,000 T Visas are available each year and the Department of State has estimated between 14,500 and 17,500 people are trafficked into the United States annually, fewer than 1,900 T Visas have even been requested between 2005–2009, and over 40 percent of these have been denied. If U.S. law enforcement were encouraged to reconceptualize their idea of what a victim looks like, acknowledging that most trafficking does not involve victims “found chained to a bed in a brothel, but rather who toil as indentured servants with no pay and in debt,” it is likely that more T Visas would be applied for and approved.

If there was any remaining doubt that the U.S. government was staunchly anti-sex work, the 2003 United States Leadership Against HIV/
AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria Act ("Global AIDS Act") makes this position clear. In pledging $15 billion towards addressing the global HIV/AIDS epidemic, it prohibits the use of funds to "promote or advocate the legalization or practice of prostitution and sex trafficking" and prohibits funding for organizations that do not have a policy "explicitly opposing prostitution and sex trafficking." Known as the Anti-Prostitution Pledge, this policy—still formally in place today—has been vehemently opposed by pro-work organizations, and circuit courts are split on whether it violates the free speech rights of U.S.-based organizations.

Finally, the Department of State’s most recent Trafficking in Persons Report lauds the United States’ End Demand efforts in its Country Narrative:

State and local jurisdictions also engaged in a number of efforts to reduce demand for commercial sex. Some jurisdictions tested various combinations of arrests, shaming, and education of apprehended purchasers of prostitution. NGOs devoted to ending demand for commercial sex developed school curricula, conducted outreach campaigns, and worked with law enforcement. Reports continued to reflect significant numbers of arrests for commercial sexual activity.

However, the report goes on to note that “[d]ata continued to reflect the arrests of more women than men for such activity; state and local law enforcement arrested 38,593 women versus 16,968 men for prostitution offenses and commercialized vice in 2009, the year for which the most recent data is available.”

Recent literature released by the Department of State furthers its endorsement of End Demand ideals. In June 2011, the Department of State’s Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons published a “fact sheet” titled “Prevention: Fighting Sex Trafficking by Curbing Demand for Prostitution.” Without providing support for its claims, the “fact sheet” makes several problematic statements:
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But the fact remains: if there were no demand for commercial sex, trafficking in persons for commercial sexual exploitation would not exist in the form it does today. This reality underscores the need for continued strong efforts to reduce demand for sex trafficking by enacting policies and promoting cultural attitudes that reject the idea of paying for sex. . . . A prostituted person may have initially consented, may believe that she or he is in love with her or his trafficker, may not self-identify as a victim, may not be operating in the vicinity of the pimp, or may have been away from the pimp’s physical control with what seemed to be ample opportunity to ask for help or flee. None of these factors, taken alone or in sum, means that she or he is not a victim of a severe form of trafficking. . . . [R]educing demand for sex trafficking . . . can only be achieved by rejecting long-held notions that regard commercial sex as a “boys will be boys” phenomenon, and instead sending the clear message that buying sex is wrong. Lawmakers have the power to craft effective anti-trafficking legislation, but they also have a responsibility to represent values that do not tolerate abuses of commercial sex.251

These problematic conflations of trafficking and sex work and moralistic condemnations of sex work typify the most recent efforts to End Demand in the United States.252

B. End Demand Efforts End Legal Sex Work in Rhode Island

With federal law on their side, abolitionists set their sights on Rhode Island, where until 2009—similar to the legal framework in the United Kingdom and Canada—prostitution was legal though associated activities were not. Rhode Island and Nevada were the only states at the time without criminal penalties for buying and selling sex indoors.253 After a vigorous campaign by abolitionists facing vehement opposition by pro-sex worker organizations, Rhode Island Governor Donald Carcieri signed legislation closing this “loophole,” making both buying and selling sex illegal on November 3, 2009.254 Citizens Against Trafficking, a coalition co-founded by well-known abolitionist and University of Rhode Island professor Donna
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Hughes, supported the law.\textsuperscript{255} Testifying on behalf of her organization in front of the Rhode Island Senate Judiciary Committee six days before the bill became law, Professor Hughes cited the “growing sex industry and sex trafficking” and encouraged the bill’s passage.\textsuperscript{256} Despite its creation of penalties for both sellers and buyers of sex, the law includes a provision creating an affirmative defense for a sex seller against prosecution if he or she has been forced to commit a commercial sexual activity by threats, physical harm, physical restraint, or intimidation.\textsuperscript{257}

Sex workers and organizations such as New York’s Urban Justice Center and the American Civil Liberties Union lobbied against the law’s passage.\textsuperscript{258} They argued that criminalization was in reality more likely to harm trafficking victims than help them: “[the law] is likely to cause severe harm to victims of human trafficking by subjecting them to repeated arrest, incarceration, and retraumatization, without increasing the likelihood of locating, identifying, or assisting trafficking victims.”\textsuperscript{259} They also argued that the law would harm women engaging in sex work because of extreme poverty by reducing their options further due to the stigma of a prostitution conviction.\textsuperscript{260} The Urban Justice Center pointed out the problematic conflation of trafficking and sex work:

Advocates in support of the bill state that the goal is to end trafficking, but the real focus of the bill is clearly on prostitution. If the goal of this bill is to end prostitution itself, we would caution Rhode Island legislators to consider whether this goal will actually be met. Criminalization of prostitution decreases choices available to people engaged in sex work rather than increasing their options to leave the industry or a trafficking situation.\textsuperscript{261}
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They urged the state to utilize more productive methods:

Examples of effective responses to human trafficking include community education campaigns and forging partnerships with communities most affected, including immigrant communities and sex workers themselves. Improving access to employment, housing, legal services, and other essential services, helping undocumented persons obtain immigration status so they can work legally, and eliminating the barriers for transitioning out of sex work and into living wage forms of work are all initiatives that get at the root causes of trafficking in persons without penalizing its victims.262

However, pro-sex work organizations’ pleas went unheard in light of typical End Demand rhetoric. It should come as no surprise that by the end of 2009, of fourteen arrests for prostitution in Rhode Island, six were of women, including one 17-year-old girl.263

In addition, since the passage of its new prostitution law, Rhode Island has entrenched itself further in End Demand strategies by launching a 2011 “Dear John” social marketing campaign to shame johns.264 Four different anti-prostitution messages plastered on the side of public buses all include the tagline: “Without you and your cash, sex trafficking would not exist!”265

C. New Trafficking Law in Massachusetts Focuses Extensively on Ending Demand for Prostitution

Abolitionists also focused efforts on Massachusetts, which, until November 2011, was one of only three states without a state law making trafficking a crime.266 The state received much criticism for its lack of an anti-trafficking law from organizations such as the Polaris Project, which helped bring attention to Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley’s proposed trafficking legislation.267 Although a previous attempt to pass trafficking legislation had been unsuccessful—possibly due to its lack of a strong
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Coakley’s legislation was signed into law by Governor Deval Patrick on November 21, 2011. Although the new law includes some important provisions—it treats juvenile prostitutes as victims instead of criminals, creates a cause of action for victims to sue their traffickers, and establishes a Victims of Human Trafficking trust fund to aid trafficking victims—it also contains some problematic End Demand provisions. These include increased penalties for johns. Previously, both buying and selling sex had carried the same criminal penalties—one year in prison and a $500 fine. Now, soliciting a prostitute carries the potential of up to two-and-a-half years imprisonment or a $1,000 to $5,000 fine. In addition, the law creates the crime of “trafficking for sexual servitude,” defined as:

(a) Whoever knowingly: (i) subjects, or attempts to subject, or recruits, entices, harbors, transports, provides or obtains by any means, or attempts to recruit, entice, harbor, transport, provide or obtain by any means, another person to engage in commercial sexual activity, a sexually-explicit performance or the production of unlawful pornography . . . or causes a person to engage in commercial sexual activity, a sexually-explicit performance or the production of unlawful pornography . . . or (ii) benefits, financially or by receiving anything of value, as a result of a violation of clause (i) . . . .

“Entice” is defined as “to lure, induce, persuade, tempt, incite, solicit, coax or invite.” The penalties for this crime of “trafficking for sexual servitude” are severe: imprisonment for five to twenty years and a fine of up to $25,000. Even harsher penalties—up to life in prison—are outlined if the victim is a minor. A crime of “trafficking for forced services”—or labor trafficking—has also been created, and holds the same penalties as the crime of “trafficking for sexual servitude.”
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The new law has been hailed as an innovative success, with much praise being given to its End Demand focus on increased penalties for johns. In her testimony on the bill, Attorney General Coakley stated: "To stem the demand side, the bill increases penalties for current 'john' crimes. Simply put, if no one were buying sex, traffickers and pimps wouldn't be supplying an endless stream of victims."\footnote{Testimony on S. 827/H. 2850, An Act Relative to the Commercial Exploitation of People, Before the Mass. Judiciary Comm., 2011 Leg. Sess. (Mass. 2011) (statement of Martha Coakley, Att’y Gen. of Mass.), available at \url{http://www.mass.gov/ago/docs/testimonies/hj-testimony-for-judiciary.pdf}.} Suffolk County District Attorney Daniel Conley, a vocal advocate of the bill, also spoke of the focus on johns: "We have to lift the veil of anonymity that protects the pimps and johns who exploit [women], and we have to commit ourselves to a long-term policy that protects the true victims and holds the true offenders accountable."\footnote{LeBlanc, supra note 269.} In addition to these conflations of reducing demand for purchased sex with reducing human trafficking—predictable because of the United States’ history of tying prostitution and trafficking together without distinguishing sex trafficking from other forms of trafficking or acknowledging the possibility of voluntary sex work—news stories have neglected to mention that despite a claimed increased focus on sex buyers, selling sex remains a crime. Beyond statements of public officials like Attorney General Coakley that the new law will be “a real lens change,” focusing on sex workers as victims instead of defendants,\footnote{John J. Monahan, New law aims to shut down sex trade traffickers, \textit{Worcester Telegram & Gazette}, Nov. 22, 2011, at A1.} this law does nothing to ensure that prosecutions of sex workers will not continue.

In addition, perhaps because the law purports to be focused on trafficking as opposed to prostitution, there has been no critique of the law’s vague definitions. Although the crime of “trafficking for sexual servitude” could clearly be used against the most abusive and exploitive of traffickers, its references to “recruit[ing], entic[ing], harbor[ing], transport[ing], [and] provid[ing]”\footnote{\textsc{Mass. Gen. Laws} ch. 272, § 8 (2011), amended by 2011 Mass. Legis. Serv. Ch. 178, § 23 (2011).} could also be used to target a variety of other activities and players involved in sex work. These could include sex workers who encourage friends to join the sex trade or recommend a friend to a client (enticing and recruiting) or who help run a brothel (harboring). It could even include johns (obtaining). The law provides no parameters for enforcement beyond this vague definition, which should be a cause of major concern for pro-sex work feminists who believe that some women in Massachusetts may choose sex work out of preference or necessity. While local women’s and immigrants’ advocacy groups and organized labor backed the bill,\footnote{See Press Release, Att’y Gen. Martha Coakley, Growing List of Supporters Back Anti-Human Trafficking Bill (June 17, 2011), available at \url{http://www.mass.gov/ago/news-and-updates/press-releases/2011/supporters-back-anti-human-trafficking-bill.html}.} very
No End in Sight

few critics have publicly voiced concern, and have done so only to say that
the law does not do enough to provide aid to women in prostitution and that
its penalties for johns will clog up local prisons.\footnote{See Renee Loth, Human Trafficking Bill Stops Short, BOSTON GLOBE, June 11, 2011, at A11 (critiquing the law for “stinting on help for the victims—almost always women and girls who are desperate, poor, abused, homeless, or addicted.”); Editorial, Senate Should Move Ahead on Greater Penalties for Pimps, BOSTON GLOBE, June 21, 2011, at A10 (“While exposing those who use prostitutes to the threat of some prison time is necessary for deterrence, they shouldn’t be tying up prison space that could go to violent offenders.”).} Although these are wor-
thy concerns, they have been hard to evaluate seriously among the wide-
spread praise for Massachusetts’ new law.

In addition, Massachusetts launched an End Demand public awareness
officials, police, and advocacy organizations including the Family Justice
Center of Boston has placed posters in city trains and buses “to raise aware-
ness about human trafficking and the commercial exploitation of chil-
dren.”\footnote{See id.} The four posters depict what look like Craigslist ads for sexual
services accompanied with messages from the “victims” being advertised.\footnote{Human Trafficking Campaign, BOSTON PUB. HEALTH COMM’N, http://www.bphc.org/programs/cath/violenceprevention/fjc/humantrafficking/Forms%20Documents/CampaignSigns.pdf (last visited Mar. 4, 2012).} Although two of the four ads in the campaign focus on exploitation of chil-
dren, one focuses on a former sex worker who “escaped to a women’s shel-
ter” and the fourth focuses on the need to crack down on johns.\footnote{See id.} Its text
reads:

I’m the “sweetheart” who placed this ad. I’m an undercover detec-
tive and I arrest johns who respond to these ads. These guys meet
girls in nice hotel rooms. They never see the poverty, the pimps,
and the beatings the girls get when they don’t meet their quotas.
Men who pay for sex support this criminal enterprise. It’s that
simple.\footnote{Id.}

While there is nothing nefarious about seeking to reduce the number of
sex workers who are in violent and exploitive conditions, the campaign goes
too far in conflating abolitionist goals with efforts to end trafficking. Al-
though the campaign is referred to as a “human trafficking campaign,” the
Family Justice Center’s description of its purpose declares: “The sex trade is
an industry that has no place in our City or in the many cities throughout the
Commonwealth where internet-based solicitation, street prostitution, escort
services, massage parlors, strip clubs, brothels in apartments, and local hotel
rooms are fronts for profit from sex crimes.” District Attorney Conley’s remarks on the campaign reiterate its End Demand goals:

Ask any police officer and they’ll tell you—making prostitution arrests is easy. We could make hundreds of those cases a week if we approached it on the supply side. But this isn’t a supply-side industry. Sexual trafficking exists because of a demand. That demand is aided and abetted by websites and newspapers with advertisements for sexual services. . . . Sexual trafficking isn’t a victimless crime. It’s not liberating or glamorous.

These remarks demonstrate how second-nature and nonsensical the conflation of sex work and trafficking has become in common usage: if “sexual trafficking” was given its meaning under the TVPA, then pointing out that it is not “liberating or glamorous” would be laughably obvious because those who are “induced by force, fraud, or coercion” clearly do not fall into the category of voluntary sex workers that this description seeks to demonstrate do not exist. If efforts to end sex trafficking focused, as they should, on those cases in which women have been forced into prostitution against their will or have been subjected to abusive and exploitive conditions even if they initially consented, then declaring that “[s]exual trafficking isn’t a victimless crime” would be redundant to the point of absurdity. As the jurisdiction with the newest law and campaign focused on trafficking and sex work, Massachusetts demonstrates that End Demand strategies have fully taken hold in the United States and continue to place us at serious risk of moving even further away from productively confronting human trafficking in our country.

IV. DEMANDING AN END TO THE RHETORIC: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A MORE PRODUCTIVE APPROACH TO REDUCING TRAFFICKING AND IMPROVING THE LIVES OF SEX WORKERS

This Part seeks to move beyond current ineffective End Demand strategies and arguments to provide suggestions for work approach feminists and human rights advocates seeking to redirect anti-trafficking energies to more productive methods for change.

---

A. Fighting Fire with Fire: The Need for Work Approach Feminists to Respond Directly to End Demand Strategies

Although work approach feminists have played a vocal role in the debate over decriminalization versus abolition and have spoken out against conflating sex work with trafficking, we have not seen enough of their response directed at the heightened focus on End Demand efforts. A good example of a direct confrontation of the new End Demand movement is the Rights Work Initiative’s response to the Department of State’s highly problematic June 2011 “fact sheet” on “Fighting Sex Trafficking By Curbing Demand for Prostitution.” Rights Work is a project of the Program on Human Trafficking and Forced Labor at the American University Washington College of Law’s Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law that “seeks to promote evidence-based research, rights-based policies and lively debate on issues relating to human trafficking and forced labor.” They responded to the “fact sheet” in the form of a September 2011 letter to Ambassador-at-Large Luis CdeBaca, Director of the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons. The letter, signed by fifteen prominent researchers and policy advocates, asks for factual support for the State Department’s claims about End Demand strategies. It asks for a clarification of the State Department’s uses of terms like “sexual exploitation” and “sex trafficking” and evidentiary support for its endorsement of the End Demand approach, and questions the assumptions that this approach will

298 Id. at 4–9.
299 Id. at 1 (pointing out the “Obama Administration’s commitment to the use of rigorous evidence to drive policy.”).
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[The fact sheet] implies that there is a unique relationship between prostitution and trafficking that does not exist between, for example, domestic work and trafficking, farm work and trafficking or fishing and trafficking. So, if you believe that eliminating the sector is the best solution to ending trafficking into the sex sector, is it not also logically the case that if there is no domestic work there can be no trafficking into domestic work? Does your office propose criminalizing the purchasing of services for domestic work (or farm work or fishing) in order to stop trafficking?
best aid sex workers\textsuperscript{301} and that trafficking is actually caused by a demand for sex.\textsuperscript{302} It also points out evidence that End Demand strategies are not effective.\textsuperscript{303}

The State Department’s October 2011 letter in response was predictably void of any meaningful engagement with Rights Work’s critiques, and included boilerplate-type conciliatory language: “I am grateful for your collective commitment to this issue, and I look forward to continued partnership in our effort to fight this scourge.”\textsuperscript{304} However, Rights Work’s efforts stand as an important inquiry against the growing support surrounding End Demand ideology. Their well-reasoned, point-by-point critique directly confronts the faulty reasoning in the State Department’s document, refusing to accept wholesale claims made without empirical evidence. As abolitionists make End Demand statements with increasing frequency, it has become important for pro-work advocates to address these claims head-on in order to create public debate on this issue.

B. Refocusing the Lens: Moving Away from the Abolition Versus Decriminalization Debate Toward Real Progress

In order to make real progress toward combating human trafficking, however, advocates should also expend less time and resources on tired, old divisive debates. The Global Alliance Against Traffic in Women’s (“GAATW”) 2011 report on “Moving Beyond Supply and Demand Catchphrases” provides a comprehensive assessment of End Demand efforts and the complex link between trafficking, sex work, and exploitive labor practices.\textsuperscript{305} The report encourages anti-trafficking efforts to move beyond debating supply and demand to look more seriously at the conditions that enable and encourage trafficking to occur, and the best ways to improve the lives of sex workers and laborers while acknowledging these realities.\textsuperscript{306} This includes refocusing End Demand efforts on ending what GAATW calls “the demand for exploitative labour practices,” defined as labor in both sex work and other sectors that is: “Low cost— including non-payment or underpayment; [e]asy to control— including keeping workers from leaving abusive situations; and [u]nprotected— [including] social attitudes that

\textsuperscript{301} See id. at 4 (“What evidence supports the unstated assumption that sex sellers will be able to find other means to earn a living?”).

\textsuperscript{302} See id. at 5–6 (discussing the imperfect relationship between supply and demand in human trafficking).

\textsuperscript{303} See id. at 3–4 (discussing the “failure” of the Swedish model); id. at 6–7 (discussing the lack of evidence to support the establishment of john schools).


\textsuperscript{305} See generally GAATW MOVING BEYOND CATCHPHRASES, supra note 6, at 43 (exploring the need to move beyond the prostitution debate to address exploitive labor in all sectors).

\textsuperscript{306} See id. at 67–68.
normalise or justify exploitation and discrimination, [and] unregulated labour.” Exploitive labor practices are undoubtedly widespread in the sex work sector, but they also happen frequently in domestic, agricultural, and sweatshop work, among other sectors. The ILO and some scholars advocate for this exploitative labor-focused approach. These advocates argue that the majority of people suffering from exploitive labor practices do not fit the mold of a “perfect victim” who can tell a story of being fully coerced and forced. Coming to a consensus on the need to focus on exploitive labor does not require taking a stance for or against decriminalization: “It is [ ] important to emphasize that legalization is not the same as legitimization; it is not about morally condoning or sanctioning.” Feminists advocating for both abolition and decriminalization should agree that more people in need of aid could be identified and assisted if advocates would move beyond trying to rigidly define who has been “trafficked.”

For those who wish to focus their efforts exclusively on prostitution reform, perspectives will continue to differ on which legal scheme—partial or full decriminalization—will best protect sex workers from harm. The experiences of Canadian, British, and Swedish sex workers seem to demonstrate that legal sanctions against sex buyers cause further harm to sex workers. Some studies have demonstrated that legalized sex work is safer. However, abolitionists have pointed to studies that demonstrate that full decriminalization has not shaped up to be the panacea that pro-sex work feminists have suggested. This Article does not aim to guess which model would work best in a perfect society where other factors such as sex inequality and poverty do not play a role. However, the End Demand focus—in its current form—is incapable of addressing the real needs of sex workers. Harm reduction and public health initiatives will make a bigger impact on

---
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314 See, e.g., MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, supra note 8, at 305 (“legalization is a failed experiment”).
improving the lives of women who sell sex. Promoting and engaging with sex worker collectives provides the opportunity to reduce the incidence of HIV/AIDS and other health problems among sex workers in a non-judgmental atmosphere.

Even those feminists who oppose sex work and see it as intrinsically harmful should support this approach. Imagine a setting in which non-coercive services were provided for women in sex work. Those expressing a desire to leave sex work could be provided education, housing, domestic violence and addiction counseling, and job services to make their desires a reality. This model has been embraced by some programs, such as the Urban Justice Center’s Sex Worker Project (“SWP”) in New York City, which aims to provide unbiased “legal services, legal training, documentation, and policy advocacy for sex workers. Using a harm reduction and human rights model, the SWP protects the rights and safety of sex workers who by choice, circumstance, or coercion remain in the industry.” Other programs, such as Kim’s Project in Boston, offer non-coercive services, but operate under a fundamentally anti-prostitution stance. By operating under this ideology, these programs may alienate sex workers who do not perceive themselves as being interested in leaving the sex trade. If abolitionists truly believe that the vast majority of women want to leave sex work, then allowing them to make the transition on their own terms with the full support of both current and former sex workers would be their best method for accomplishing their goal. Although identifying and assisting a woman’s authentic desires will be difficult in light of the many factors playing into entrance into sex work, this should not make a model that respects sex worker agency any less desirable. This model would turn the supply and demand paradigm on its head: without a supply of coerced sex workers, johns seeking sex would have to either go without, or satisfy their desires in safe and fairly-negotiated ways with sex workers who freely choose the profession.
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The question remains: what, if anything, should be done about Johns? If police and public officials were fully on board with an approach that respected the autonomy of women, then the remaining pimps, Johns, and traffickers who are violent and abusive could be swiftly identified by sex workers—who without stigma and fear, would be more willing to assist law enforcement. These violent and exploitive men could then be dealt with by the criminal justice system. In addition, laws that punish men who knowingly buy sex from trafficked and exploited women may be a beneficial tool for combating the harms of prostitution. However, many of these laws as they currently exist are dangerously overbroad, leaving sex buyers—who typically will not know whether the women they buy sex from have been trafficked—to the mercy of prosecutorial discretion. Because a prosecutor could likely convince a judge that the definition of “trafficking” in laws like these cover women in any kind of coercive situation—even those at the relatively harmless end of the spectrum—such laws should be redrafted to prevent the prosecution of men without genuinely malicious intent.

If we are willing to acknowledge that not all men who buy sex are evil, perverted, or strange, then we can also refocus efforts to educate them. Johns can be allies in identifying women in forced prostitution. Although the success of public awareness campaigns is difficult to measure, efforts to teach men signs to look for that indicate a woman may be selling sex against her will would help bring anti-sex trafficking efforts to the forefront in a productive way. General efforts to educate men—starting at a young age—to respect women’s autonomy and to obtain full and freely-given consent before any sexual contact would also reduce the number of men who would be willing to buy sex from women who are exploited or coerced.

CONCLUSION

Efforts to combat human trafficking in the United States are fraught with ideological divides that halt meaningful identification and provision of aid to victims. Moralistic debates over sex work lead to a conflation of sex work and trafficking that informs anti-trafficking efforts, to the detriment of both true victims and voluntary sex workers, both of whom desperately need
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assistance. The End Demand movement makes assumptions about sex buyers, characterizing them as deviants and the root of the trafficking problem. Legal frameworks and programs designed to punish and shame these buyers divert what scarce resources exist into unproven methods. Despite a lack of reduction in either trafficking or sex work, abolitionists have continued to push End Demand strategies, leading to changes in federal and state law which will continue to at best maintain the status quo and at worst harm sex workers by making their conditions worse. Although work approach feminists and human rights advocates have begun to respond directly to End Demand rhetoric, an even stronger counter-effort will be necessary to prevent problematic policies focused on eliminating sex work and punishing johns from taking further hold. In addition, work approach feminists should make efforts to refocus anti-trafficking energies onto three main initiatives: combating exploitive labor practices for people in all sectors of work, including sex work; providing comprehensive assistance to women in sex work to help improve their health and conditions and enable them to leave the sex trade if they so desire; and educating men on ways to avoid and prevent the purchase of sex from exploited women. Although advocates will likely face an uphill battle in convincing abolitionists that these goals are most desirable, even small victories will give these efforts the attention they need to gain traction against the current trend toward embracing End Demand strategies.